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From poet Chantal Neveu, author of the award-
winning collection � is Radiant Life, comes a 
book-length poem that plunges us more deeply 
into the notion of the idyll and into the polyhedric 
structure of love.

you demonstrates with exceptional beauty how 
in the interval between words or verses, language 
can glimmer, absorb, and refract the changing 
realities and a� ractions of an all too human 
relationship.

Personal autonomy and the formation of “self ” 
are nourished here by multiples—I, you, s/he. 
� e voice in you reclaims life from change and 
time and affirms it anew.

Praise for you

“Neveu moves to reappropriate writing on love, 
with precision and balance, and without evading 
the turmoil.... you is among the texts that quietly 
renew the relationship between poetry and 
intimacy.” 

—Adrien Meignan, Un dernier livre avant la � n du 
monde

“Neveu’s writing sets aside all that might relate 
to articulation, coordination or subordination, 
so as to free up only what is indispensable via a 
fractioned speech.” 

—Monique Deland, Estuaire
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first his breathing then his pupils

I watch his mouth

its furrows its swells

slight circle of his irises

from the dark hole a tube

he sees me

impulsion

an implicit programmatics

ascension

les façades le quartier

remanence of Rio 

a yard a garden
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the staircase

winding

its gradations

compelling

the maples

alongside

the black locusts

figuration of caresses

swirled rumour of a fountain 

faint sound

metallic taste of the city

a magnetism

from palate to nostrils

infra-resonance
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warm silver

low table

the flakes of fish

air under the studio ceiling 

a loge

we make acquaintance

summer solstice alters the sky

we deflect curiosity by foreseeing questions 

private

spheres

spontaneous revelation

the ineffable

freshness of a stream

are we already naked
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bared

we expose ourselves

fluidity

gravity

propensity

the charm

the intimacy

premise of a banquet

Hephaistos

Aristophanes

vestiges Dionysiae vertigos

Empedocles

happiness

tenor of futures put to the test
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at ease

we name

great loves

inflections

decades

les fidélités

promises made

offences injuries miracles

the enduring friendships

gaie santé

current genealogy

virtual group portrait

numerous

already
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he stands up

draughts

the bamboo imbibe their fill of rainwater

transfer of delectation

euphoria

temptation reparation

congruency

catalysis

paradoxical privilege

incursion

permissiveness

we draw close

we kiss

convergence
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watch bracelet undone

dressing table

time an invention

pulsebeats

the curve of the eyelids

we embrace 

before

mirror

on my neck

a breath

you are my fantasy

mercurial drape of the curtains

prisms and photons

on the wall
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gold

solid

gleaming

velvet at my feet

we revolutionize

the air

between

the legs

we move

are we sleeping

introspective meditation at night

dawn will demand more of us

a disclosure a declaration

I came to make love 
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fabulous dissolution of a troubling sobriety

mysteries

miseries

topology of fluids

continuum of confidences

an irreducible love

his wife

recognized value of cumulative years 

hard work of facing challenges

a visceral hold 

an apprehensiveness 

devotion

she wants to die in my arms

contiguity
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